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MANDRILL TOKEN PROTOCOL
The Future of Decentralized Finance is Here

Mandrill is
serious about supporting smart-contracts, DeFi, staking,
NFTs, DAOs, Proof-of-Stake high scalability, fast transactions,
and the gaming metaverse.
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About MDL Token
MDL is a decentralized, low-cost and privacy-protected
platform. MANDRILL aka MDL is a BEP-20 Token based
on binance smart chain is committed to launching
multiple projects in its community and ecosystem under
the umbrella of MDL.
MDL will collect and analyze
data and help environmental
organizations work to
reduce their negative impact
of society on the
ecosystem.With the focus on
building three primary
functions as part of its phase
one deployment,MDL’s
mission is to simplify the
transaction process between
people around the world by
offering an alternative for
transaction without
including the expensive
middlemen
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INTRODUCTION

MDL TOKEN provides an infrastructure to support a community and
shared virtual world, also known as a metaverse. It consists of a
decentralized ledger for land ownership, a protocol for describing the
content of each land parcel, and a peer-to-peer network for user
interactions. MANDRILL introduce the MDL TOKEN. MDL TOKEN is a
Binance Smart Chain-based cryptocurrency one of a kind rewards
platform with maximum payouts through a BNB rewards (5%), where
buyers and sellers meet to transact based on long-term speculative and
value views MANDRILL TOKEN(MDL) is based on Binance Smart Chain
BSC(BEP20). This ecosystem is based upon automatic Rewards, LP
Acquisition, Yield Farming. LP Acquisition is advantageous in
cryptocurrency as it generates rewards by holding the coin and
generates passive income. Mandrill (MDL) token also provides
multifunction for user their users like a secure platform for ultra-fast
transactions, lower fees than other coins, and a burning function.
Mandrill (MDL) token is an EcoFriendly currency that does not want to
damage the environment, so that's why it has no mining function, no
one can mine Mandrill (MDL) token. Every transaction in the Mandrill
(MDL) token protocol leads to the automated creation of liquidity within
Pancake Swap LP, which operates on the concept of automatic LP.
Mandrill (MDL) token distribute static benefits to holders through static
reflection, resulting in continuous increase of their balance. Finally,
Mandrill (MDL) token uses a manual burn approach, with burns
managed by the team and promoted depending on performance. This
is advantageous for longterm participants and helps to keep the
community informed and rewarded
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MANDRILL ROADMAP

SEP 2022
Lisitng on
Coinsbit.
1st ICO
Release
OCT 2022
Lisitng on
Coingecko/
Coinmarketcap

NOV 2022
Burning 15%
Supply. 2nd
ICO Launched
NOV 2022
New
Partnership's

DEC2022
Listing on Top
10 Exchanges
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MANDRILL ROADMAP

2023 Q1
MDBS
Launching

2023 Q2
Crypto Forex
Programming
start

2023 Q3
MDL digital
wallet
Development
start
2023 Q4
mandril swap
trading boat
system and
mechanism

2024 Q1

mandril V2.0
Whtiepaper Launch,
Deploy Project On
Multy Cross-Chain
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MDL TOKENOMICS
TOKEN NAME

TOKEN SUPPLY

MANDRILL TOKEN

51,000,000

TOKEN SYMBOL

TOKEN PLATFORM

MDL

0xb

BSC

561

82A

bFC7

Contract BSC
972 B 8 A B d 45 B aeF1A12c

42
6a6b
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b3c

3

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

MDBS UTILITY

PRIVATE SALE
15 %

25%

ICO

DEVELOPEMENT
TEAM

15%

15%

BURNABLE
15%

ADVISORY CORE GROUP
10%

AIRDROP/MARKETING
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5%

MDL ECO-SYSTEM

MDBS UTILITY

MDL EXCHANGE
MDL DeFi/STACK

MDL DeX
Utility Services
dapps
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MDL
metaGamE/NFT

WHY MANDRILL TOKEN

TRANSPARENCY &
INTRANSIGENCE
Each time a token exchange is
recorded
on the binance blockchain
via the platform, an audit trail is
created to track
the source of the tokens.
This not only assists in enhancing
security and
preventing fraud in exchangerelated Menterprises, but also in
establishing the
validity of traded assets

REDUCED FEES
The fees for MDL transactions are
significantly lower thanthose for
debit and credit cards, as well as
wire transfers.
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WHY MANDRILL TOKEN

TRACEABILITY OF
TRANSACTIONS
Because each new transaction is
encrypted and linked to theprevious
one, MDL is significantly more
secure than otherrecord-keeping
systems. MDL is a complex string of
mathematical numbers that cannot
be altered. Centaurify'simmutable
and incorruptible nature protects it
from faked data and hacks once
constructed

CONVENIENCE
OF USE

The ease of usage is what gives
MDL its value. All you need is a
smart device and an internet
connection to become an
investor quickly
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WHY MANDRILL TOKEN

www.mandrilltoken.co.uk

TRUST

MDL is critical in the bitcoin business. This entails complete
transparency in all aspects of community support and
development, as well as any security effort. Examples include
high-quality audits of the Binance Smart Chain's token code
and the burning of liquidity tokens to significantly limit the
danger of harmful activity

LONGEVITY

MDL is here to stay. The decentralised community is
promoting the ecosystem's long-term development, which will
result in real-world applications, increased incentives, and
popularity
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BENEFITS OF MANDRILL

Global
Presence

Global presence in all our current
and potential markets is an
essential element of our business
strategy

Undoubtedly,Investment in
MDL will be beneficial to
you for long time secure
future.

RELIABILITY

SECURE
INVESTMENT

Not only reliable but
trustworthy also as we based on
decentralized modal

Replacing the centralized modal
with decentralized one making
MDL one of the secure and safest
platform to work with.
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SUPER
SECURITY

MDBS NEXT GEN. DeFi

MDBS INTRO

MANDRILL BANKING
SERVICE ECO-SYSTEM
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A crypto token actually has a purpose,
the actual purpose will be dependant
upon what the token has been created
for. The Mandrill token has been
created to use throughout the
Mandrill Ecosystem on products and
services provided. It will also have
another purpose. It will be the main
pillar of the Mandrill Digital Banking
system which is currently in
development. MDBS will have its own
exchange and wallet and Mandrill
Card. One of the features will allow
people to send tokens to other people,
again almost instantaneously, and
people with a Mandrill Card will be
able to go to an ATM and withdraw
cash in local currency through our
association with MasterCard. You will
also be able to use the card to buy
products and services where
MasterCard is accepted. As the
company on-boards more partners,
the ability to use the card to purchase
more products and services will
increase.

MDBS NEXT GEN. DeFi
MANDRILL
CARD

MDL
EXCHANGE
MDL
WALLET

LOAN

CRYPTO SAVING
ACCOUNT

MANDRILL BANKING
SERVICE ECO-SYSTEM

INTREST EARN ON
HOLDING

LEND

BORROW
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MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Community-centered businesses have
proved themselves to be the mostsuccessful in several
aspects. The opportunities and challenges for customercentric businesses are, Barriers to market entry are
lower. The value of data only continues to grow. The
need to strengthen customer loyalty and attract new
customers is intensifying. More opportunities with new
data-driven, personalized products and services. A
community can play a vital role in the longevity of a
product’s lifecycle, as its engagement can increase
market growth or more community members, which in
turn can also make the community more aware about
blockchain, cryptocurrencies and its benefits. The
market size and opportunity of community centered
cryptocurrenciescombined are far greater than Bitcoin’s
current market cap. It is because the bases of
cryptocurrencies are under the governance of
decentralize tion, where the community reaches
consensus on transactions and blocks alike in a unison
manner.
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MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Moreover, the market size for the
businesses increases who incentivize their community
with rewards. Community centricity provides, Builds
trust, credibility, and solid reputation to expand
community through referrals Gives your business a
competitive advantage Saves money Increases
customer retention and loyalty Leads to growth
Increases revenue and profits In addition, the
Blockchain technology has a growing market rate due
to its wide range of use-cases.For community-centred
businesses, blockchain provides a very efficient
Mechanism with its decentralized nature in the form of
a protocol - Delegated Proof of Stake. With Blockchain
technology, the business is likely to earn more revenue
as the investment in blockchain has already started to
gain momentum and is expected to grow at a very high
pace in the near future. Being a community-centered
and a blockchain technology based platform, MDL can
expect a huge market for it to grow its community by
accelerating the economic opportunities.
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DISCALIMER

By using MDL TOKEN , website, or the ecosystem, you accept the risks
associated with the crypto, transactions, and private keys. You accept
the following and any other risks related to the MDL TOKEN token:
Before you invest, make your own research. If you have concerns
please ask your financial advisor. Cryptocurrencies are high-risk
investments and highly volatile Cryptocurrency may become even
worthless. From the time of purchasing MDL TOKEN till the time you
get the cryptocurrency delivered to your wallet, the MDL TOKEN value
can be higher or lower than at the time of purchase. You are aware of
these risks, and agree that the MDL TOKEN foundation is not
committed to repurchasing MDL TOKEN tokens from you We do not
guarantee or warrant, and accept no legal liability direct or indirect,
consequential, compensatory, incidental, actual, exemplary, punitive or
special (including but not limited to lost capital, profits, loss of revenue
or third-party loss foreseeable or otherwise, trading losses or damages,
data, use, goodwill or other intangible losses) as the result of its
ecosystem activities arising from or connected to the accuracy,
reliability, currency, or completeness of any material in this whitepaper
not withstanding any negligence, default or lack of care, is disclaimed.
Cryptocurrency transaction is irreversible. If you make a mistake
sending MDL TOKEN to the wrong address or using the wrong
network deposit address, you funds will be lost. If you lose your private
keys we can’t help you to recover your funds. You are aware of the risks
associated with private keys. You agree that if you lose your private
keys the funds will be lost
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ABSTRACT
Cryptocurrency trading on centralized exchanges has been
shown to be vulnerable to cyber security hacking and internal
frauds over the years, with the most infamous hacks being Mt.
Gox and Coincheck. In addition, trading on centralized
exchanges is not compatible with DeFi applications since it is
technically infeasible to bridge between decentralized
applications and centralized servers without compromisingthe
trust model. Regardless, DeFi applications all need access to
good liquidity sources which is a critical component to provide
good services. Currently, decentralized liquidity consists of
various sources including (JustSwap, BNB Trade),
decentralized funds and other financial apps. The more
scattered the sources, the harder it becomes for anyone to
either find the best rate for their trade or to even find enough
liquidity for their needs. MDL TOKEN is a fully on-chain
liquidity protocol that can be implemented on any smart
contract enabled blockchain. MDL TOKEN's solution allows
liquidity to be aggregated from diverse sources into a single
network, which in turn provides a single endpoint for takers to
seamlessly perform multiple token trades in a single
blockchain transaction. End users, DApps or any other party
only need to query this single endpoint to get the best
available rate for their trade.
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ABSTRACT
The protocol allows for a wide range of implementation
possibilities for liquidity providers, allowing a wide range of
entities to contribute liquidity, including end users,
decentralized exchanges and other decentralized protocols.
On the taker side, end users, cryptocurrency wallets, and smart
contracts are able to perform instant and trustless token
trades at the best rates available amongst the sources. The onchain instant exchange property is critical for enabling a wide
range of decentralized use cases, including financial protocols
and cryptocurrency payments. One would expect different
implementations of MDL TOKEN protocol on other public
blockchains to make on-chain instant exchanges to be
available for various use cases and applications on these
blockchains. MDL TOKEN is a decentralised synthetic asset
contract protocol built on BEP-20 . The contract is devised in
such a way that everything is controlled by the contract itself
autonomously. It follows a specific protocol and returns output
based on the same. There are functions that are defined for
the user and these functions control the major part of the
contract. Functions like buy, sell, withdraw etc can directly be
accessed by the user and anyone can call the total BNB
function to check the liquidity of the exchange. This creates a
direct entry point for the user and it is very helpful in creating
an environment that has no one to control or no owner to
change things as they are.
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CONTACT US
Links

Website
dApp

Medium
DexScreener
Telegram
Reddit
Assure KYC

Follow us on twitter
@mandrilltoken

Join our community on
Discord
https: //discord.gg/mandrilltoken

Write US!

Iinfo@mandrilltokens.com

THANK-YOU !!
STAY TUNED
WITH US
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